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Colour Plates:
* 14th Century Rulers [Pedro I of Castile, Enrique II of Castile, John of Gaunt]
* Iberian Campaigns late 14th-early 15th centuries [Jinete, Muslim horseman, light
spearman]
* Campaigns of Fernando I [Fernando I, Pero Nino, Castilian grenade thrower]
* Alfonso’s Neapolitan Campaigns (two plates) [Alfonso V, Catalan knight, Italian
soldier of Naples, Aragonese artilleryman, Italian bowman, galley sailor]
* Conquest of Granada [Fernando of Aragon, Isabella of Castile, herald]
* The Caribbean [Christopher Columbus, crossbowman, Taino Cacique (Indian chief)]
* Italian Campaigns 1495-1503 [Gonzalo de Cordoba, Castilian pikeman, Aragonese
arquebusier]
Comments:
This is one of those Ospreys that is basically a history lesson – there is little else in here;
for example, the section on weaponry and tactics is barely two pages and offers little
information. Here you have the story of the unification of the kingdoms of Aragon and
Castile, the complicated politics of the period and then the expansion of the new joint
kingdoms into Granada, Italy and the New World.
If you want information on weapons, tactics or uniforms, then you need to look
elsewhere. The most interesting plates depict light troops (jinetes – a type of javelinarmed light cavalry -- Muslim horse archer and foot javelin soldier) and a grenade
thrower. The latter was used in naval actions and hurled a grenade, often containing
quicklime, using a sling mounted on a pole – an interesting figure indeed. Unfortunately,
there is almost no discussion of these troops in the text – which is a shame because these
light troops are what set Spain apart from the rest of late medieval Europe.
--Paul Le Long

